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I walk up to my WMD console get the nukes ready and being a middle eastern country, nuked israel and thats when the nuclear
war began. 10/10 would nuke the U.S.. To read my full review, click here; Rogue State offers a nice balance of legitimately
challenging and outlandishly bizarre. As the leader of a small nation, youll have to make tough decisions; either run your nation
as a democratically elected official or as a selfish dictator. While I wish there had been a little more, there is a surprising amount
of content to be enjoyed here. Choices you wouldnt consider important might break your career between all the nations and
citizens you have to keep happy. Plus, theres a country of sentient chickens. The game gets a couple extra points for that alone.
Im not sure I would make a good leader. This was my thoughts as I made trade deals with the glorious nation of Chickenistan
for their goats. It comes down to communication, and I dont speak Chicken. As my economy tanked, and my approval ratings
dropped like a rock, all I could think of what how those sneaky Chickens would use my missteps to their advantage. Now, that
may sound racist- but its actually animalist. Rogue State is obviously a game that doesnt take itself too seriously but does
provide a difficult challenge to those who want to take a stab at being the head of state. Youre elected supreme leader of Basenji
(which I guess makes you a nation of dogs) after the nation has overthrown the previous government. Youre left to decide which
way you take the developing land- from dictatorship to democracy. Sure, you may want to be a liberal bastion of pot smoking
hippies- but whats to stop the other nations from steamrolling over your little drum circle? The game has a system that looks
complex at first but becomes a breeze shortly after learning the ropes. Youre able to make policy changes, such as your rules on
alcohol, minimum wages, and death penalties. The more you alter them, the more youre bound to upset one group or the other.
If you approve public executions, youll make the nations Patriots happy, but the Liberals will not be pleased. You might want to
make them happy by enforcing a livable wage, but then the Captialists will be on your bad side. Allow businesses to run on the
Sabbath, and suddenly the Fundamentalists start sharpening their knives. Obviously, making any group happy is a hard task, and
the game quickly becomes a game of who do I want tooff less? Since the previous party left the hall a mess, youll have to take
your modest income and rebuild your nation. You can do this by cranking up the taxes on individuals, or trading with other
nations. No matter what you do though, you dont want to end back up in a recession- otherwise youll start to see even more
rioting in the streets. So, do you focus on rebuilding your commerce, your education or just slap a bunch of uniforms on
loyalists? Every day begins with an event, with you needing to make a decision. It might be an oil spill off your beautiful tourist-
filled beaches or a dead cabinet member, but each time youll have to make a decision that may destroy your reputation. You
may discover that youre building that brand new hydroelectric dam on top of an endangered species of rodents. These decisions
could negatively affect either of the four main big groups and might even look bad abroad; so choose wisely. Once you start
sliding, its hard to recover from the political tailspin. Once youve built your infrastructures, laid out your policies and settled all
of your trade deals, then its time to build your defenses. You can invest your money into soldiers, or you can dream bigger by
throwing a ton of it into developing weapons of mass destruction. These choices are well designed, and usually leave you
debating your morals against your self-preservation. Id like to think wed all try to be as altruistic as possible, but it seems the
game is played best with a dash of Martin Shkreli thrown in. Allow me to explain a little about my first shot at the big chair and
how it all horribly ended. See, I tried to be very liberal on my first playthrough. Mostly Democratic- maybe a little more left-
leaning than I shouldve been. With every progressive choice I made, the Fundamentalists ate me alive. Soon came the capitalists,
and the Patriots; I couldnt do anything to win any group. Tough crowd this middle-east area, am I right!? So, after they ousted
me and sent me on a plane to my own private exile, I tried again. This time, I decided to start talking out of both sides of my
mouth. This strategy worked well for a short time, but after awhile I found out that it really didnt work any better. I told the
other nations around me that I hated America (kinda weird that the USA is the only vilified outside nation), that I didnt trust the
United Nations and that we shouldnt ignore the Old Ways. Then, when it came to policy, I simply voted down the middle of the
road. I guess that made me a do-nothing president, because despite my excellent 90% approval rating, my army suddenly left
me. I was quickly attacked by another nation, who wanted all of my money. I agree to the extortion, and shortly after a rebellion
overthrew me. Those damn Chickens; I gave them a hell of a deal for our electronics, and they sat back and did nothing. Outside
of that, theres not much more to this game than your main office and the war room. The game does do a great job of creating
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the impression that theres a whole land outside of your little building, so it does feel larger than the three screens youll see.
Every decision you would think you could make is here, and it should provide a nice distraction if the prospect interests you. I
guess in closing, I imagine its a good thing Ive never thought about running for a political office because Im awful at it. Simply
awful. At least this game allowed me to have fun with that knowledge, and I learned a lot about my laurels in the face of trying
to appease my voters. I enjoyed my experience with the game, and I would recommend it to anyone with illusions of grandeur.
Rogue State requires a nice balance of loyalty and fabrication and an ability to balance several different groups; that is if you
dont want to end up like the last guy.. A fun dictator type game, short game, but fun. Sandbox mode will make game never end.
Become a ruler or a country that just got rid of there evil dictator.. Just nope. While I like the idea behind the game, it just
doesn't really cut it. The interface, for example, is your character's office, from where you govern your country. While this is
nice, and gives the whole thing a more "personal" feeling than, say, Democracy 3, it gets annoying pretty quickly, since
whenever you want to do anything, you have to wait for an animation of your character moving towards the telephone or
whatever is needed until you can actually do anything. Also, your policy options are rather limited, which, for me, is the biggest
letdown, since it leaves the game with a lack of depth that makes it boring.. Here are my thoughts on this game. PROS + Well
designed political consequences + WELL-BALANCED randomization + Thematic voice-acting + Polished Perspective-
Animation effects + Multi-Genre blended well (Strategy+PoliSci+Adventure) + Very engaged Dev! + Gameplay enriching
unlockables + Engaging Diplomacy + Well designed characters + VERY High Replayability + BRILLIANT title CONS + Some
programs seem a bit far-fetched (they are optional, so. who cares) + One of the randomized (possible) neighbors is very ANTI-
immersion to the game's theme + National crest is. NOT believable, distracting! + Diplomacy encounters is missing vital
information, making Diplomacy feel like a luck of draw My verdict: Outstanding! The use of retro graphics (unlike many
games) is not an excuse to use for poor graphics, the graphics are very well done, with a modern use of perspective-animation,
good atmospheric voice acting (A rating sound and graphics). The gameplay is engaging, the randomization is just enough to
give you a great new play each time, while maintaining the integrity of a very well designed branching plot and poli-strategy.
The unlockables for new plays are well thought out. It is not perfect, there are certainly very unusual characters/logos in the
game, which scream indie developer forcing their own pet ideas. Very enjoyable game.. Negative review for not being available
to buy on my store. My review may be slightly biased as I had the opportunity to BETA test this game early on through to
release. I've seen it grow into the immersive, challenging, and beautifully addictive simulation that it is now. I think that's a key
point to make here - this may look like a game but it's more akin to a 'strategy simulation'. There is no 'easy win' path that, once
discovered, works each time. Some of the other reviews here cover the main mechanics so I'll keep this short. The game is
loaded with random events inspired by real life meaning that each play through is always different. You play with the hand
you're dealt and see how the cards fall. Certainly, the good decisions you make and the tools you implement along the way will
help to swing things in your favour - be it a change in policies or a perfectly pitched national broadcast - but you can never
please all of the people all of the time and the randomness of real life can quickly change your fortunes if you react wrongly.
Then, of course there's your scheming brother Farouk to contend with. This is almost a survival simulator as much as it is a
strategy title - the goal being to stay in power for as many turns as possible. Some times you'll win, most times you probably
won't - but you'll have a darn good time trying. because once you get comfortable in the dictators chair you'll be itching for the
next turn. and the next. and the next. which seems to me an accurate reflection of the life of a dictator, and the hallmark of a
good game. Just make sure to siphon off enough funds to enjoy your retirement. if you make it.. very good game. First law to
survive: Don't build structures without income, save 500M beforeHIT THE FAN. Every one loves you means you can tax more.
GDP never really grows, tax is around 20M, other incomes are export(30-40M), tourism(7-9M) and shipment(15M, minus 5M
maintance). Intelligence system only give me useless reports, can't defeat the country that support terroists(Uncle Sam give me
assassin but I can't use it ), managed to survive flu but failed in rebuild economy. And I'm still playing it.
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